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WARNINGS 
 
 
Before installing and connecting the unit, carefully read this instruction booklet. Energy Tec cannot 
accept any responsibility for damage to property or personal harm resulting from the failure to abide 
by the conditions in this booklet. 
 
General Warnings 
• The correct installation and use of the instrument are explained below. To ensure the duration 

and reliability of the electrical and mechanical parts of this quality product, please follow all the 
instruction carefully. 
Keep this booklet in a safe place for future reference. 

• Do not use this product for any other application than stated in this booklet. 
• Only connect the product to the power supply if the power supply line corresponds to those 

indicated in the technical specifications. 
• Do not leave the powered instrument on unnecessarily: when the instrument is not in use, turn 

the power switch off. 
• Before carrying out any cleaning or maintenance on the instrument turn it off. 
 
Special Warnings 
• The product must not be exposed to atmospheric conditions (rain, sun, etc.). 
• Do not sit on the instrument or rest objects either against or on top of it. 
• Do not immerse the instrument in water or in other liquids. 
• Do not install the instrument near heat sources or in places where strong vibrations could be 

generated. 
• Do not install the instrument in a dusty place.  
• Do not install the instrument in a place with temperature below – 20°C and above 40°C. 
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CLEVER CONTROL & DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS 
 
• The CC&D controls directly and visualizes the position of an actuator of maximum 5 A DC 

input. 
• Simple to use and effective in aviation applications for controlling flap and trims. 
• It manages symmetric variations (Min-Zero-Max) and asymmetric ones (Min-Max). 
• Simple to install. 
• Contained in a standard dimensions enclosure. 
• External control push-buttons. 
• Protected against overloads and short circuits with automatic re-start. 
• It supports six control and visualization modes. 
• Capability to configure the initial settings that are automatically acquired at power-on. 
• It supports an emergency operation mode. 
• Simple setting of reference marks (Zero, Min, Max) in manual or automatic mode. 
• Software management of the thresholds. 
• It has a simple and powerful self test. 
 
1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The CC&D is equipped with a front mounted 10-bar green led display: L1, L2, … L10 and a TE 
key (Enter) (figure 1). L1 is on the opposite side of the TE key. 
The display signals all information, in particular a flashing L1 or L10 indicates that the motor is 
active (L1 = Min direction, L10 = Max direction). In the following pages of the Instruction 
Booklet “0” will mean led off and “1” will mean led on. Example: 0011000001 indicates that 
L1 and L2 are off; L3 and L4 are on; L5, L6, L7, L8 and L9 are off; finally that L10 is on.  
A 10 contact connector is available on the rear of the CC&D (figure 2). 
 

2. INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION 
Position the CC&D. Position an actuator (DC 12V Max 5 Amp. motor) with a linear 
potentiometer (recommended value Min 5K Max 470K), which will determine the position of 
the actuator. If the actuator does not have a potentiometer it has to be installed “externally”. 
Place two normally opened push buttons: we will call one of them TL (Less), that is minimum 
direction key, the other one TM (More), that is maximum direction key. Install the cabling 
according to the diagram of Figure 3 (using the supplied connector and contacts). Use a 
screened cable to connect the potentiometer and the push-buttons. A power cable is required for 
input and motor with suitable section in order to supply the maximum current absorbed by the 
motor. 
 

3. FIRST IGNITION 
After the installation and the verification of the correctness of the cabling, apply power to the 
system. The CC&D executes a self test: the display flashes between 1010101010 and 
0000000000 and afterwards between 0101010101 and 0000000000. During this phase it is 
possible to check the operation of the push-buttons: pushing TL, it will appear 0110000000 on 
the display; pushing TM it will appear 0000000110; pushing TE it will appear 0000110000. 
If the TE button is kept pushed for 15 seconds, the instrument enters into the Emergency Mode 
(see par. 8). Afterwards, the CC&D activates the motor and verifies that the position changes. If 
the instrument is fully operational, the display flashes between 0110110110 and 0000000000: 
this indicates that reference marks have to be set (see paragraph 5). Otherwise see par. 9. 
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4. SELECTION OF THE OPERATION MODE 
Before setting the reference marks, select the CC&D functioning mode, that is Symmetric 
(SYM) (Min-Zero-Max) or Asymmetric (ASM) (Min-Max) and the directions (“maximum” 
range positions) that have to be associated to Min and Max values. To carry it out, before 
switching the CC&D on you have to press TM or TL button and then power up the CC&D still 
keeping TM or TL pressed for other 5 seconds. By pressing TM you choose the SYM 
operation, while by pressing TL the ASM one. The display will show 0000110000 if SYM 
operation has been chosen or 0110000000 is ASM operation has been chosen. 
 

5. SETTING OF THE REFERENCE MARKS 
Reference marks can be set automatically or manually. 
Automatic Setting: 
By keeping TE push-button pressed for 3 seconds, the CC&D determines “automatically” Min 
and Max values. The CC&D activates the motor in one direction and it keeps it active until the 
position changes. The position is signalled by the flashing of L1 and by L2 and L3 being on. 
After about a second if the position does not change the CC&D stops the motor and on the 
display it appears 0110000110 indicating that you need to press for 3 seconds TL or TM push-
button to associate Min or Max values to this position (TL = Min; TM = Max). The reference 
mark acceptance is signalled by the flashing of L2, L3 or L8, L9 (L2, L3 = Min; L8, L9 = Max). 
Now the CC&D activates the motor in the opposite direction and determines automatically the 
other value to set and calculates the Zero value (equidistant from Min and Max) in the SYM 
operation. 
Manual Setting: 
The reference marks to be set are shown on the display: 0000110000 = Zero, only in the SYM 
operation, 0110000000 = Min, 0000000110 = Max. To regulate the position to the desired value 
use TL and TM push-buttons and then by pressing for 3 seconds TE push-button you confirm 
the reference mark. The reference mark acceptance is signalled by the flashing of the two leds 
respective to the reference mark that is being set. 
Warning: if on setting the first reference mark you press directly the TE push-button the 
automatic setting procedure is activated. 
At the end of this procedure, if there have not been mistakes, the display will show 0000000001 
(or 1000000000) which indicates the Max position (or the Min position) and Mode 1 is assigned 
as default. Otherwise see par. 9. 
 

6. SETTING OF THE CONTROL AND VISUALIZATION MODE 
By pressing the TE push-button for 2 seconds, you enter into the control and visualization mode 
setting function. The display shows the current control and visualization mode by the number of 
leds that are on, and it is represented by leds 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, while led 1 and  10 are always 
on and led 2 and 9 are always off. Example: 1011100001 will indicate that the control and 
visualization mode is Mode 3. 
You choose the desired mode by means of TL and TM push-buttons. By pressing TE for two 
seconds you confirm the chosen mode. The acceptance of the chosen mode is signalled by the 
flashing of the corresponding leds. 
 

7. CONTROL AND VISUALIZATION MODES 
The CC&D can work in six different modes: Mode 1 and 2 = Manual; Mode 3 and 4 = 10/11 
Steps Automatic; Mode 5 and 6 = 4/7 Steps Automatic. 
Mode 1: 
By pressing TL or TM the motor is activated respectively towards the Min direction or towards 
the Max one. The display with only one led on indicates the position in which the motor is. In 
the ASM operation, 1000000000 = Min position; 0000000001 = Max position. In the SYM 
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operation, 0000110000 = Zero position; 1000000000 = Min position; 0000000001 = Max 
position. 
Mode 2: 
It is equivalent to Mode 1, with the difference that the visualization of the position is at full 
display. In the ASM operation, 1000000000 = Min position; 1111111111 = Max position. In the 
SYM operation, 0000000000 = Zero position; 1111100000 = Min position; 0000011111 = Max 
position. 
Mode 3: 
By means of TL and TM push-buttons the desired position is chosen. The CC&D provides to 
reach it automatically. To change more than one “step” at a time you need to release and press 
the button again. 
The position is reached when L1 or L10 stops flashing.  The flashing of L1 or of L10 indicates 
that the motor is active. 
You can choose between 10 different positions in the ASM operation, and between 11 in the 
SYM one. The indication of the position occurs as in Mode 1. 
Mode 4: 
It is equal to Mode 3, with the only difference that the indication of the position occurs as in 
Mode 2. 
Mode 5: 
It is similar to Mode 3, with the difference that the possible positions are 4 in the ASM 
operation and 7 in the SYM one. 
The indications of the position in the ASM operation are: Pos. 1 (Min) = 1000000000; Pos. 2 = 
0011000000; Pos. 3 = 0000011000; Pos. 4 (Max) = 0000000011. In the SYM operation they 
are: Pos. 1 (Zero) = 0000110000; Pos. 2 = 0001000000; Pos. 3 = 0010000000; Pos. 4 (Min) = 
0100000000; Pos. 5 = 0000001000; Pos. 6 = 0000000100; Pos. 7 = 0000000010 (Max). 

      Mode 6: 
It is equal to Mode 5, with the difference that the indication of the position is at full display, that 
is in the ASM operation the indications of the position are: Pos. 1 (Min) = 1000000000; Pos. 2 
= 1111000000; Pos. 3 = 1111111000; Pos. 4 (Max) = 1111111111. In the SYM operation they 
are: Pos. 1 (Zero) = 0000110000; Pos. 2 = 0001100000; Pos. 3 = 0011100000; Pos. 4 (Min) = 
0111100000; Pos. 5 = 0000011000; Pos. 6 = 0000011100; Pos. 7 (Max) = 0000011110. 
 

8. CONFIGURATION OF THE INITIAL SETTINGS 
The CC&D allows the configuration of the initial settings that are acquired when the device is 
powered on. The following steps allow the user to configure the initial settings: 
1. During the normal usage of the CC&D, select the initial position using the TM and TL 

buttons. 
2. Keep the TE button pressed for about 7 seconds: the display will show the display mode and 

after the string 110XXXX011; the XXXX led’s when lit indicate that the initial settings 
mode is activated, while when not lit indicate that the initial settings mode is deactivated. 
Pressing the TM or TL buttons allows to activate or deactivate the initial settings mode. 

3. Keep the TE button pressed for about 3 seconds: the display will flash to confirm that the 
configuration has been accepted. If the initial settings mode was activated led’s L2, L4, L5, 
L6, L7, L9 will flash; while led’s L2 and L9 will flash if initial settings mode was 
deactivated. 

  
9. EMERGENCY MODE 

You enter the Emergency Mode by pressing the TE push-button for 15 seconds during the test 
of the display (see also par. 3). It is signalled on the display by 0111111110. In the Emergency 
Mode the CC&D executes few operations. No control is carried out.  
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By pressing the TL push-button the motor is activated in one direction and led 1 flashes. The 
direction depends on how M1 and M2 signals are connected with the motor. Pressing instead 
TM, the motor is activated in the opposite direction and led 10 flashes. Leds 9 – 2 indicate by 
means of a 8-bit byte (in which L2 is the less significant bit) the value which is read by the 
potentiometer (Pin input signal). 
To exit from the Emergency Mode press for three seconds the TE push-button and the CC&D 
will be reset. 
The Emergency Mode is also useful for the testing of the hardware operation. If no push-button 
is pressed, M1 and M2 will be at 0V; if TL is pressed M1 will be at 12V and M2 will be at 0V, 
while if TM is pressed M1 will be at 0V and M2 at 12V. Finally, applying a variable voltage (0-
5V) on the Pin signal, it is possible to verify that varying the voltage the binary value shown on 
the display changes. 
 

10. ERRORS 
With the exception of the error concerning the reference marks setting, which is signalled by the 
flashing between 0110110110 and 0000000000, all the others anomalous conditions are 
signalled by the flashing between 0111111110 and a number x of leds on, which indicate the 
error number. Ex.: the flashing between 0111111110 and 0110000000 indicates error 2. 
During any error condition it is possible to reset the CC&D by pressing the TE pushbutton for 3 
seconds. If the error cause/s persist the CC&D will signal the error again. 
Setting of the reference marks error (flashing between 0110110110 and 0000000000): 
This error indicates that the reference marks Min, Max, Zero have not been set or that they have 
been set incorrectly or that variations on the connection have occurred. To remove this error set 
the reference marks following the procedure explained in par. 5. 
Error 1: 
This error indicates that after activation of the motor, variations on the Pin signal coming from 
the potentiometer are not detected.      
The causes of this error may be: erroneous wiring; problems on the motor; problems on the 
potentiometer; problems on the piloting circuit of the CC&D. To analyse the causes of this 
error, use the CC&D in the Emergency Mode (see par. 8). 
Error 2: 
This error indicates that the set reference marks are not valid. The cause of this error is that the 
values of Min, Max and Zero positions have been set too close. 
In the case of SYM operation the value of Zero has to be set between Min and Max positions. 
The CC&D has been programmed to work with a range between Min and Max (or between 
Zero-Min and Max-Zero in the SYM operation) which cannot be less than predetermined 
values. For this reason the range between Min and Max should be at least equal to the 20% of 
the total range of the potentiometer. 
Error 3: 
This error indicates that in the Automatic Mode of control, the CC&D is not able to position 
itself in the selected step. The causes of this error may be: 1) too close values between the Min 
and Max positions, or 2) problems on the potentiometer. 
1) Too close positions: Min and Max values have been set too close. To check if this is the 

cause you have to increase the range between Min and Max and verify that the error doesn’t 
occur anymore. 

2) Problems on the potentiometer: the values of the position given by the potentiometer are not 
steady or the potentiometer doesn’t work properly. 

If during Error 3 you reset the CC&D, it changes automatically the control mode: if the selected 
mode was Automatic 3 and 4 it sets Automatic 5 and 6, if the selected mode was Automatic 5 
and 6 it sets the Manual Mode. 
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P.S. In order to have double controls, just add another normally opened push-button in parallel to 
TL and another normally opened push-button in parallel to TM.      
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GUARANTEE 
By this guarantee, Energy Tec guarantees the product to be free from defects in materials and 
workmanship for a period of 1 (ONE) YEAR from the time of its original purchase. 
If during this period of guarantee the product proves defective due to improper materials or 
workmanship, Energy Tec will without charge for labour or parts, repair or (at Energy Tec’s 
discretion) replace the product or its defective parts upon the terms and conditions set out below. 
 
Conditions 
1) This guarantee will not reimburse nor cover the damage resulting from adaptations or 

adjustments which may be made to the product, without the prior written consent of Energy 
Tec. 

2) This guarantee will not apply if the type or serial number on the product has been altered, 
deleted, removed or made illegible. 

3) This guarantee does not cover transport costs, home service transport cost and all risks of 
transport relating directly or indirectly to the guarantee of the product. 
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